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Colour vision in the marine environment is on average simpler

than in terrestrial environments with simple or no colour vision

through monochromacy or dichromacy. Monochromacy is

found in marine mammals and elasmobranchs, including

whales and sharks, but not some rays. Conversely, there is also

a greater diversity of colour vision in the ocean than on land,

examples being the polyspectral stomatopods and the many

colour vision solutions found among reef fish. Recent advances

in sequencing reveal more opsin (visual pigment) types than

functionally useful at any one time. This diversity arises through

opsin duplication and conversion. Such mechanisms allow

pick-and-mix adaptation that tunes colour vision on a variety of

very short non-evolutionary timescales. At least some of the

diversity in marine colour vision is best explained as

unconventional colour vision or as neutral drift.
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Introduction
Colour vision in the marine environment operates be-

tween two extremes. For some organisms, it is less

developed, with animals able to survive as colour-blind

monochromats or at most dichromats. A few possess three

or four spectral channels, potentially but not always,

allowing them to venture into trichromacy or tetrachro-
macy, depending on how information is combined sub-

retinally. However, the ocean also boasts animals with

complex colour vision such as the stomatopod crusta-

ceans with up to twelve spectral channels. Several

drivers contribute to this complexity including the

light environment, phylogeny and behaviour relative

to colour.
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In this brief review we examine some of the recent

advances in our understanding of colour vision in the ocean

across both invertebrates and vertebrates and place this in

context of previous hypotheses. Because the ocean is hard

to work within and because its contrasting niches may

deliver highly speciose animal assemblages, there are still

many knowledge gaps. Some of our discussion extends

from what we know about colour vision systems in fresh-

water fish as few marine species are well described.

Spectral sensitivities and colour vision
Nearly always, a sense of colour requires the comparison

of excitations between photoreceptor cells with different

spectral sensitivities. At its simplest two such cells, each

containing visual pigments with peak sensitivity in dif-

ferent spectral regions, will detect the same colour signal

differently, so relative excitation ratios can be compared

to form a dichromatic colour-vision system. Visual pig-

ments are constructed from an opsin protein with cen-

trally bound chromophore, often 11-cis retinal [1]. Their

peak sensitivity, or l-max, depends both on variability in

specific opsin amino acids and on the particular chromo-

phore used [2��].

Because both visual pigment absorption spectra and

object reflection spectra are broad, within the 300–
750 nm range of light over which visual pigments operate,

three or four visual pigments are usually sufficient [3,4��]
(Figure 1). Marine animals generally have two visual

pigments and so are dichromats for reasons examined

in the next section. Some, such as the cephalopods, many

crustaceans and other invertebrates, remain colour-blind

monochromats [5,6]. Surface-dwelling fish are capable of

trichromacy or even tetrachromatic colour vision, and

stomatopod crustaceans have evolved twelve spectral

sensitivities, apparently processing spectral information

in a unique way.

Like their terrestrial counterparts, nocturnal and crepus-

cular marine animals generally forgo colour vision alto-

gether, evolving a single spectral sensitivity for optimal

light absorption [2��,7]. While some nocturnal animals

possess colour vision on land, in the ocean it is more

common for the opposite to be true. Many diurnal ani-

mals, including the cephalopods and many crustaceans,

have elaborated polarisation vision more than colour.

Their single spectral sensitivity peaks around 500 nm,

an optimum for polarisation vision for several reasons

outside the scope of this review [8,9].

In order to absorb as much light as possible, the matching

of photoreceptor sensitivity to bioluminescent emissions
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1
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Comparative colour vision complexity. Black rectangles marks peak spectral sensitivities relative to the spectrum below (in nanometers (nm), UV

300–400 nm and human visible 400–700 nm). Stomatopods have 12 colour channels, humans three (trichromacy), some reef fish are also

trichromats but sample shorter wavelengths than humans and are very variable (Figure 3), crustaceans such as some crabs shrimp or species are

dichromats or, like the cephalopods are colour blind with a single spectral sensitivity around 500 nm.

Figure 2
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l-Max positions of cones and rods in 14 species of snapper (Lutjanus)

species from green coastal through clearer blue outer ocean waters

are compared. Rod sensitivities — vertical bars, single cones — filled

circles, double cones — semicircles. Vertical lines plot the zones of

greatest sensitivity for each water type for visual pigments within at

least 90% of optimum. Note how double cones fall within this

range.Adapted from [4��,12].
[10] or residual daylight from the surface has driven many

vertebrate and invertebrate marine species to focus sen-

sitivity between 450 and 500 nm [4��,7]. The early visual

ecology literature developed the ‘sensitivity hypothesis’

to explain this adaptation [7,11]. The exact match

depends on the local environment, as estuarine or marine

water peak transmission varies from green to blue, and to

an extent on diurnal activity periods. Therefore, species

in either habitat will possess spectral sensitivities that

generally sample within the envelope of available light

provided by spatial and temporal variations [7,12].

Why is dichromacy common in many marine
animals?
Based on our relatively scant knowledge of marine animal

colour vision, dichromacy emerges as the oceanic favour-

ite. This perhaps derives from what is thought to be the

basal colour sense in all animals, an ultraviolet (UV) and a

green (or a mid-wavelength) sensitivity, used to differen-

tiate UV-rich sky or open space [4��] from substrate,

which reflects UV poorly. This solution is still found in

several invertebrates [13] including many crustaceans [5].

It has also been postulated that two-channel colour vision

evolved in the shallow Cambrian oceans in order to

remove luminance flicker via the differential subtractive

input that two spectral sensitivities allows [4��,14]. Final-

ly, since the available spectrum of light narrows with

increasing depth or viewing distance, a pair of spectral

channels may provide all the information needed

(Figure 2). John Lythgoe and others developed the ‘offset

hypothesis’, a slight variation on this, suggesting that two

sensitivities are ideal under water. One is matched to the

background, and one is offset to discriminate objects

against that background [4��,7]. The blue and green

sensitivities of many oceanic predators (fish or marine

mammals) support this hypothesis [15�,16,17].
www.sciencedirect.com 
Evaluating colour vision type and evolution
A good starting point for determining the performance

and limits of colour vision is to measure spectral sensitiv-

ities. Such information can be determined by absorption

microspectrophotometry (MSP) of dissociated photo-

receptors (rods and cones in vertebrates, rhabdoms or

rhabdomeres in invertebrates [17–19] or spectral ab-

sorption measurements from expressed visual pigments

[20]. The sensitivities either method delivers should

be viewed as a first estimate however. MSP, unless
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2015, 34:86–94
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performed systematically, often misses photoreceptor clas-

ses, while opsin expression almost invariably overestimates

what the animal actually uses for colour vision.

In a systematic MSP examination of 39 species of Hawai-

ian reef fish, Losey and co-workers determined that

dichromatic or trichromatic colour vision apparently dom-

inate in this ecosystem [19]. Analyses of these results

[21,22] used the considerable overlap of double and single

cone sensitivities in some species (Figure 3) to suggest

that, as in birds [7], double cones may function as a

luminance channel and that only the single cones partici-

pate in colour vision (for definitions of cone types, see

[23]). This hypothesis is supported by the fact that among

several marine fish, double cone sensitivities match light

availability in the varying habitats occupied [7,12,22].

More recent behavioural observations, however, demon-

strate that in one species of triggerfish, Rhinecanthus
aculeatus, double cone members are certainly used sepa-

rately in the construction of a trichromatic colour sense

with the other single cone present [24�]. It seems likely,

therefore, that double cone function is variable, possibly
Figure 3
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including polarisation vision [8,25] but cross-species

behavioural evidence is lacking.

It is not always clear from a spectral sensitivity count

alone, which receptor channels combine beneath the

retina and coordinate colour-relevant behaviours.

Electrophysiological recording from photoreceptors,

interneurons, or brain areas associated with colour vision

often detects opponent processing [26]. Barry and Hawry-

shyn recorded extracellularly from retinal ganglion cells

and optic tectum in the Hawaiian wrasse, Thalassoma
duperrey, and found at least two cone mechanisms that

appear well suited to their colour tasks [27]. Gruber and

colleagues (1975) [28] and Bedore et al. [29�] used elec-

troretinogram (ERG) recordings to demonstrate multiple

spectral sensitivity classes in rays. Recordings in inverte-

brates are mostly limited to early work, confirming mono

or dichromacy in crabs and other crustaceans (for review

[5]). More recently they have been used to determine the

sensitivities of stomatopod photoreceptors [30,31,32��],
confirming the general pattern of results from MSP

[18,31] but also identifying an extensive population of
gth (nm) 
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icrohabitat. Normalized sensitivities include filtering by ocular media, in

positions, spectral sensitivity number and mix of single and double

ted from [4��,22].
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UV-sensitive photoreceptors (Figure 1 [30]). An interest-

ing recent study of the ocular media filtering mechanisms

stomatopods use to construct their UV sensitivities

revealed a rare instance of an animal multiplying spectral

channels using variable cut-off filtering and a single visual

pigment [33].

Ultimately it is the behaviour of the animal relative to

colour that allows us to state what type of colour vision it

has. Reaction to colour varies from simple phototaxis,

moving to or away from coloured areas as shown in beach

amphipods [34], through wavelength-specific behaviours,

to complex colour association and categorisation tasks

(see [35,36] for useful summaries). Behavioural evidence

in elasmobranch rays is consistent with the earlier electro-

physiology [28,29�], identifying likely trichromacy in the

giant shovel-nosed ray Glaucostegus typus [37]. Aside from

the triggerfish studies already mentioned [24�], the reef

damselfish, Pomacentrus ambionensis, is known to use

colour choice in operant conditioning and may extend

this to more complex tasks in the UV including individual

facial recognition [38,39]. As indicated both by opsin

types [40] and ocular media transmission [41], damselfish

and other small fish on the reef [42] could use UV as a

private short-distance communication channel, as larger

predatory fish lack UV sensitivity [41]. Colour-vision

models and field observation reveal that ‘cleaner blue’

is used as a colour code by several cleaner fish and

crustaceans [43]. In addition, such modelling shows that

fish with UV sensitivity are at a great advantage, not just

with UV spectra or UV silhouetted prey becoming more

visible [39,41] but due to boosted colour discrimination

across colour space [16].

Marine invertebrates with behavioural evidence for col-

our vision include the fiddler crabs [44] and blue crab [45].

Crab colour sense is most likely based both on two-

channel UV/violet — green retinal sensitivities and on

achromatic cues [46]. Molecular evidence for more than

two spectral sensitivities does exist in fiddler crabs [47];

however, it is not clear to what extent this reflects

seasonal or other environmental tuning as opposed to

an extension of dichromacy.

Stomatopods have been known for some time to possess

true colour vision in colour versus grey-card tests [48],

hardly a surprise given their diverse spectral sensitivities

and colourful lifestyle [49]. Early speculation pointed

towards a series of dichromatic mechanisms, based on

anatomy and subretinal neural connections. However

more recent results indicate a far more interesting system

of processing. Thoen et al. [32��] demonstrate that sto-

matopods discriminate wavelengths up to ten times less

well than other animals, such as humans, honey bees and

goldfish. Theoretically, if their colour sense were based

on photoreceptor comparisons, mantis shrimp hue dis-

crimination should be extremely fine, so these results
www.sciencedirect.com 
indicate a different approach to processing of their twelve

channel input. Our current hypothesis is that the relative

spectral excitations of these twelve bins are read off as a

serial linear excitation pattern. Such an unconventional

way to conduct colour vision requires specific subretinal

wiring, currently under investigation. Comfortingly it

does explain away the worry of dodecachromatic colour

vision [50��].

Too many opsins?
It is increasingly common to estimate spectral sensitivi-

ties through examining opsin expression. Many insects

are molecularly trichromatic, with a UV, blue and green

(or LWS for Long Wave Sensitive) classes of opsins. Of

marine invertebrates, so far only stomatopods and possi-

bly fiddler crabs reveal more than two spectral classes

[13,47,51�]. Early in vertebrate evolution, at least as early as

lampreys, five classes of opsin arose [20,52]. These are the

RH1 class found in rods and four cone opsin classes:

SWS1 — very short (often UV) sensitive, SWS2 — short

wavelength (often blue) sensitive, RH2 — a medium

wavelength, green-sensitive rod-like opsin, and LWS —

long wavelength (up to red) sensitive class [2��].

It is surprising how often gene duplications, deletions and

substitutions multiply and change opsins. For example,

among the visually unexciting ostracods, Oakley and

colleagues identify eight opsin types [53] while in sto-

matopods, Porter and colleagues find over thirty opsins in

some species [51�]. In fish, it is not uncommon to find

seven to ten or more opsins expressed at a functional level

[2��,54]. Serial duplications, deletions, gene conversions

and other transformations allow great plasticity, espe-

cially when coupled to subsequent differential gene

expression and modification [55��,56]. For example,

in a recent survey of percomorph fish species, a new

class of SWS2 gene was described [57�]. Other recent

studies find RH2 gene loss in pufferfish [58] and loss of

SWS1 and LWS in marine mammals [15�]. Having this

variation available may contribute to rapid speciation in

fish [2��].

Hofmann et al. showed that in damselfish, varying light

environment has shaped opsin diversity, particularly in

the SWS and LWS classes [40]. Important to note is that

not all opsins are necessarily functional at any one time,

and how and when each subclass is used throughout life is

poorly understood. A number of factors including the

following require careful consideration.

(a) Co-expression of different visual pigments in the

same photoreceptor is now recognised in both

invertebrates [51�] and vertebrates [59�]. In some

examples this widens the overall spectral response of

the cell; however, it may sometimes reflect a

photoreceptor transitory phase.
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2015, 34:86–94
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(b) Spectral sensitivities may change during the life of an

animal on a developmental, seasonal, sexual, or other

basis (see e below). This may be achieved through

opsin expression differences and/or a change in

chromophore from A1 to A2, a transformation that

extends sensitivities to longer wavelengths [7].

Almost all marine fish, including tuna [56] or bream

[60] go through a larval stage, and where examined

these often have a different opsin quota to the adult.

Functionally this may reflect a change in foraging

mode and/or light environment.

(c) Retinal functional subdivision is common in inverte-

brates with compound eyes but is also found in fish,

with different areas expressing different opsins

[59�,61�]. Although examples of this are currently

limited to freshwater, it is also likely in marine
Figure 4
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species as their retinas often mirror the vertical

change in photic environment underwater. Higher

sensitivity double cones are dense in the dorsal retina,

which looks into dim deeper water, while more single

cones for colour specific tasks are present in the

ventral and medial retina [62]. In this way, retinal

sensitivities vary across the retina to match the

spatially varying light environment. This above any

other reason may explain the supernumerary spectral

sensitivity diversity seen in fish.

(d) Short-term spectral sensitivity plasticity is known in

both fish and invertebrates, a surprise given our

assumption that an animal’s colour sense was fixed for

life or at least long-term life periods. Diurnal opsin

expression changes have been recorded in freshwater

cichlids and killifish [63,64]. Sensitivities also change
gth (nm)
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with the spectral content of light available, correlating

to different settlement depths as larvae take up their

adult habitat [65].

(e) Unconventional colour vision, such as that seen in

stomatopods (or on land in butterflies [50��]) may

result in a large number of opsin types, aimed not at

allowing finer colour chromatic evaluation, but

either to deliver to stomatopods the required

spectral coverage that their spectral-pattern  recog-

nition system requires or to add sensitivities for

specific colour tasks. This latter wavelength-

specific colour vision, with or without accompa-

nying retinal subdivision, is worth more attention in

the ocean.

Colours, colour vision and spectral sensitivity
spacing
The colours and colour vision systems around coral reefs

have received recent attention [16,21,22,43,66,67].

These studies re-confirm many of the original visual

ecological observations of Lythgoe and colleagues, such

as the use of yellow and blue in marine waters for

efficient signal transmission [7]. The relatively poor

spatial acuity of fish vision is also important in colour

communication, as many of the fine colour patterns of

reef fish, for example, while conspicuous close up, add

together through resolution breakdown to give grey or

match to blue background space-light at a distance [67]

(Figure 4). The blue-shifted spectral sensitivities of

reef fish also deliver another camouflage surprise, as

yellow (a common colour on the reef) is in fact well

matched to an average coral colour up to around 600 nm

[67]. Yellow fish seem conspicuous to us, as our primate

colour vision is particularly concerned with ripening

fruit and leaves in this spectral region. As with colour

mixing, yellow may be both conspicuous and camou-

flaged as required on the reef, as it contrasts well to a

blue water background but matches the yellow/green

corals [16,67].

Characterisation of reef fish colour vision has revealed a

greater diversity than might be expected (Figure 3)

[4��,19,22]. Fish from very similar light micro-habitats

possess widely differing spectral sensitivity placement,

and while it is easy to state that this must somehow be

related to their species-specific colour task needs, these

are not obvious. Modelling of a number of colour tasks

with different spectral sensitivity combinations suggests

that the exact placement of the colour channels may vary

without greatly affecting performance [4��,16]. This is

also seen in the variability of spectral sensitivities in

40 species of flower-visiting hymenopterans [4��]. The

idea of neutral drift in the evolution of spectral sensitivity

tuning may be uncomfortable but is worth considering

until well defined behaviour to colour task connections

are found.
www.sciencedirect.com 
Fluorescence of stomatopods and fish (among other ani-

mals including jumping spiders and birds) has been

implicated as a means of boosting colour communication

[68,69]. The fluorescent emission of stomatopods

increases the underlying colour signal by 15%, enough

to be seen; however, behavioural evidence of the signifi-

cance of the fluorescent component is lacking. Triple-

fins, wrasse, and now more than 180 other species of

marine fish [70] are known to fluoresce and may do so at

specific depths where the longer wavelengths (yellow-

red) of these blue-water-excited emissions are prominent.

Despite several attempts [71], behavioural evidence for

fluorescent function in fish remains unconvincing, as it

fails to differentiate other colour pattern elements. Many

pigments in nature fluoresce, and it remains possible that

fluorescence in fish serves no visual function.

Conclusions and future perspectives
There is great diversity in opsin complements amongst

marine animals suggesting excellent colour vision capa-

bilities. However, before assuming animals with multiple

opsins are attempting higher levels of spectral discrimi-

nation, two other explanations must be considered. First-

ly, large opsin numbers are clearly a dynamic way to tune

colour vision to the needs of animal on a variety of

evolutionary or within-lifetime timescales [57�]. Addi-

tionally, multiple spectral sensitivities may also reflect

unconventional processing and/or a colour sense that is

functionally subdivided across the retina.

At present, there is a great need for behavioural observa-

tion to back up hypotheses and ideas gleaned from more

immediate methods, and this necessarily includes in situ
observation of how colour is used. The ocean is not an

easy place to work, but there is clearly a great diversity of

colour vision systems within it that make it worth the

effort, and our greater knowledge of freshwater systems

provides tantalising glimpses of discoveries-in-waiting.

We also suggest that the top-down approach of phyloge-

ny, evolution and molecular genetics needs a more effec-

tive dialogue with the functional, anatomical or

neurobiological side of colour vision as identified in the

recent review of Kemp et al. [72��].
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